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Deepening Exercises for Venus and Ascendant 
With Venus Life Review Questions 

Deepening Exercise to Integrate Venus and the Moon 
 

• Build/Renew Your Venus Altar integrating elements to symbolize the Mystery 
School/Life Path of your Ascendant. For example, if your Ascendant is Virgo, you might 
wish to find a Spider toy, or image, an image of a sacred temple, or even an image of the 
night sky, honoring the ways you are learning to be aligned with the Sacred Patterning 
of Creation represented by the Night Sky.   
 
If Venus and your Ascendant are in the same sign, take this week to add more elements 
to celebrate your Venus Goddess and her Life Path/Curriculum! 
 

• Create a Collage that illustrates your Venus Goddess in her Ascendant Mystery School 
environment. As before, you might do a crayon, or marker drawing that brings your 
inner child to the task, not worrying about how the image looks but rather how it feels. 
Or you might create a painting, or write a poem, a combination of these, or use some 
other form of creative expression to explore the Life Path/Training your Goddess is 
taking through her Ascendant. 
 

• Treat the next two weeks (until our next class) as a special initiation into your Ascendant 
Mystery School. Be tuned into dreams, synchronicities, signs in the world of form, 
experiences, visions, insights that help you learn the skills and mastery associated with 
your Ascendant Sign.  
 

• Looking at the examples given in PDF slides (5 and 6) create your own description and 
Goddess Title using the imagery from your Venus and Ascendant. 

 

Venus Life Review Questions For Venus and the Ascendant 
 

• How have life experiences/events encountered during my Venus Return Cycles 
supported me in engaging the Mystery School represented by my Ascendant? 
 

• This might include experiences that may have seemed difficult at first (for example, end 
of a relationship, job, way of life etc) but ultimately helped get you in a greater 
alignment with your Current Life Mystery School? 
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